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Abstract. Recently, serious failures of complex IT systems are becom-
ing social problems. Assurance case attracts an attention as a technique
to assure the dependability of critical systems. We have proposed d*
framework which is an extended assurance case notation based on the
network of dependable actors. In this paper, The assurance case creation
procedure that creates the assurance case from the collaboration diagram
is proposed and the case study is performed using this procedure. In this
case study, a result is described by d* framework.
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1 Introduction

Recently, serious failures on complex IT systems are becoming social problems.
A failure of critical system raises a significant loss. Therefore, assurance of de-
pendability of such critical systems is an important issue. But, it is not an easy
task. In such a situation, an assurance case attracts an attention as a technique
to assure the dependability of critical systems. In the assurance case, the ar-
gument of dependability is described. GSN (Goal Structuring Notation) [1] is
proposed as a graphical notation of assurance cases. d* framework (d*) which
introduced the concept of actor to extend assurance case [2] is also proposed.
In this paper, the assurance case creation procedure that creates the assurance
case from a collaboration diagram is proposed and the case study is performed
using it.

In section 2, some related works are described. In section 3, d* framework
is described. It is used in the proposed procedure. In section 4, the assurance
case creation procedure is descirbed. In section 5, the case study is described.
Discussions and conclusions are described in section 6 and section 7.

2 Related work

The assurance case is a document that describes argument of system dependabil-
ity. Such a document is needed for critical systems that require high assurance.
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Dependability is defined as an integrated concept including availability, relia-
bility, safety, integrity, and maintainability [3]. The assurance case is proposed
as the document that describes argument of system safety. This may be called
safety case. GSN [1] and CAE (Claim, Argument Evidence) [4] are proposed as
graphical notation to describe a safety case. In GSN, safety cases are described
mainly by four types of nodes (goal, strategy, evidence, and context) and two
types of relationships (“supported by” and “in context of”). Recently, target of
assurance case is extended to dependability[5]. An assurance case for depend-
ability may be called as dependability case. There are several definitions for the
assurance case. One definition is shown as follows [6].

A documented body of evidence that provides a convincing and valid argument
that a system is adequately dependable for a given application in a given envi-
ronment.

There are many researches for the assurance case. In [7], a module concept of
assurance case is researched. By using the module of the assurance case, there
is an advantage that can manage and represent a large assurance case. Creation
process of assurance case is also researched. In [1], six process steps are proposed
to create safety cases based on GSN. Another assurance creation methods are
also proposed [8]. Meanwhile, method for the decomposition of arguments as
required when creating assurance cases is proposed [9], [10].

3 d* Framework (d*)

The d* framework (d*) is an extended assurance case notation [2]. In d*, an
actor concept is introduced into assurance case. 5 types of node (actor, goal,
strategy, context, and evidence) and 4 types of relationship (“supported by”,
“in context of”, “depend on”, and “belong to”) of nodes are defined. An actor
is a new element. Previous notations do not have it. A person, an organization,
a system, a subsystem, and a component etc. can be defined as actor.

4 Assurance Case Creation Procedure

In this paper, an assurance case creation procedure is proposed. The assurance
case is created from collaboration diagram in this procedure. It is consisted of 3
steps. They are shown below.

– Step 1 : Actor definition
Actors of assurance case are defined. Objects in a collaboration diagram are
defined as actors in an assurance case.

– Step 2 : Inter dependency definition
Arguments (goal) between actors in an assurance case are defined using
message relationships between objects in collaboration diagram.

– Step 3 : Actor merging
Actors that should be merged into one actor are merged.
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5 Case Study

5.1 Collaboration Diagram of Target System

The target system for case study is an “AP Download system”. Using this sys-
tem, user can select the application (AP) and download it from the system
to his/her IC Card. The collaboration diagram of target system is shown in
Fig. 1. In this diagram, 6 objects and 13 message relationships between them are
represented.

Fig. 1. Collaboration diagram of AP download system

5.2 Creation Experiment

In the case study, the assurance case creation experiment is performed. The
created assurance case is described by d*. The result of experiment for each step
in procedure is shown as below.

1. Step 1
In this step, 6 objects are defined as assurance case’s actor from collabora-
tion diagram. The 6 actors are “Issuer of cards”, “Service provider”, “AP
download window”, “AP download management”, “User”, and “Memory of
Card”.

2. Step 2
In this step, 8 dependability arguments (goals) are defined between actors.
For example, “Sevice provider” requires the download permission to “Issuer
of cards” and “Issuer of cards” permits the download to “Service provider”
in the collaboration diagram. Therefore, it is considered that “Issuer of the
card” depend on “Service provider”. The dependum is that “only permitted
AP can be downloaded”. Created assurance case is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Assurance case after Step 2

3. Step 3
In this step, “AP download window” and “AP download management” are
merged. The two actors are included in the same system. Therefore,they are
merged. The new actor is “AP download system”. Modified assurance case
is shown in Fig. 3.

6 Discussions

6.1 Merits of Using Collaboration Diagrams

When creating assurance case, it is convenient if there is information that can
be used. In this research, it is confirmed that collaboration diagram is useful for
creating assurance case. 2 merits are shown as follows. 1) The actor of assurance
case can be defined using collaboration diagram’s object. 2) The dependability
requirement between actors of assurance case can be considered using message
relationships of collaboration diagram. In the case study, 6 actors are defined in
the assurance case from 6 objects in the collaboration diagram directly (Step 1).
Moreover, 8 dependability requirements between actors are defined from mes-
sage relationships in the collaboration diagram (Step 2). In this definition, 13
message relationships in collaboration diagram are used. Thus, it can be say that
collaboration diagram is useful, when assurance case is created by d*.
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Fig. 3. Assurance case after Step 3

6.2 Dependability Propagation

By the case study, it is understood that assurance case of d* can represent
the dependability propagation that passes between actors. Commonly, some de-
pendability information is propagating between actors. In the case study, de-
pendability requirement (“Only permitted AP is downloaded”) is propagating
between “Issuer of cards”, “Service provider”, and “AP download system.” Two
dependability requirements have same sentence. But, evidences of requirement
may be different between them. This difference should become clear by continu-
ous arguments. Thus, dependability propagation can be considered by using an
assurance case of d*. Previous assurance case notation like the GSN does not
have this characteristic. This is a one of the strong point of d*.

6.3 Granularity of the Actor

Deciding granularity of actor is one of the problems when creating assurance
case by d*. Creating the assurance case from collaboration diagram is one of the
solutions against this problem. Objects in collaboration diagram can be used
directly to define actors in assurance case of d*. At this point, granularity of
actor is decided. But, granularity may be not appropriate for actors in assurance
case. Since, a purposes of creation is different between them. In the proposed
creation procedure, granularity of actors is adjusted in Step 3.
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6.4 Limitation of Experiments

– Scale of case study was small. Therefore, the case study situation is different
from concrete situation.

– In the case study, one researcher created the assurance case. Real developers
did not create it. Therefore, the case study situation is different from concrete
situation.

– Validity of assurance case is not clear.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, the assurance case creation procedure is proposed. The collabo-
ration diagram is used in the procedure. Moreover, the case study is perfomed
using this proposed procedure. As a result, effectiveness of proposed procedure
was confirmed. That is, the collaboration diagram is useful, when the assurance
case is created. In future works, an effectiveness of proposed procedure has to
be confirmed in concrete situation.
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